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LenderAssist™ is 100% browser- 
based and one of the most 
compliant, configurable, and 
scalable solutions. This single-
source solution for digital 
mortgages automates all 
business channels and serves as 
the core platform in OpenClose’s 
digital lending ecosystem. 

To further extend your business’s 
individual needs, OpenClose 
offers a RESTful API Suite that 
creates an easier, quicker, more 

cost-effective, and standardized  
method to integrate and conduct  
business across multiple  
organizations. And while some 
competitors gouge your prices, 
with little to no technological 
advancements and near absent 
customer service, OpenClose 
consistently launches next-gen 
innovations, offers growth-
friendly pricing model, and 
provides best-in-class, albeit 
rarely needed, support service. 

Key Features and Benefits 

• 100% Browser-Based

• Consumer Digital POS Solution

•	 Automated	Workflow	Tasking

• Multi-Channel Origination and 
	 Fulfillment	Workflow

• Document Management and Imaging  
 with OCR

•	 RESTful	API	Suite

•	 Real-Time	Compliance	Monitoring

•	 Robust	Reporting

• Personalized and Attentive  
	 Customer	Support	

LenderAssist™ 
Solve your challenges in today’s  
competitive, profit-pinched,  
regulatory-intensive, and ever-changing 
mortgage business environment.

Accelerate
OpenClose.com/LOS 
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The last LOS you’ll ever need

Accelerate your workflow across all lending channels 
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Accelerate your workflow across all lending channels 
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Achieve competitive advantage with  
actionable business intelligence,  

analytics, and data

Key Features and Benefits 

•	 Gain	Unparalleled	Insight	into	Enterprise	Productivity

•		Execute	Improved,	Smarter	Decisions	Faster

•		Evaluate	Performance	Across	Channels,		 	
	 Departments,	and	Locations

• KPIs,	Easy-to-Read	Graphical	Charts	and	Scorecards

•		Enterprise-Wide	Business	Intelligence	 
	 and	Reporting	Analytics

•  Customizable Dashboards

•		Intuitive	Wizard	for	Building	Reports,		 	
	 Charts	and	Tables

•		Automated	Report	Distribution	Schedules		 	
	 and	Trigger	Alerts

•	 Stratify	and	Compare	Data	Across	Source	Variables

OC Optics™ utilizes the latest 
web-based technology enabling 
you to effectively consolidate 
and understand business impacts 
from multiple data sources. 
The solution inherently derives 
complex data and delivers 
up-to-the-minute performance 
intelligence, providing you 
with a powerful way to analyze 
cross-organizational efficiency, 
profitability, and risk. It also 
guides you through reviewing 
key metrics such as production 
management, secondary 

marketing, pull-thru rates,  
compliance, channel 
management, forecasting, 
quality, performance, and more. 

OC Optics™ furnishes 
enterprise-wide visibility and 
transparency using sophisticated 
analytics so you gain intelligent 
and actionable information by 
producing management-geared, 
dashboard level reporting on a 
configurable and easy-to-read 
graphical user interface.

OC Optics™ 
Instant and effective consolidation and 
understanding of business impacts across 
multiple data sources.

Insight

Visibility across all business channels 
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Instant and accurate 
eligibility and pricing

Key Features and Benefits 

•		Automate	Agency,	Non-Agency,	Non-QM,		 	
	 Construction,	2nd	Mortgage	 
	 and	HELOC	Programs

•		Dynamic	Margin	Management

•		OpenClose	Maintains	All	Investor			 	
 Guidelines and Pricing Integration

•		Private-Label	Programs	and	Custom	Branding

•  Best-Ex Rate Sheet Generation 

•  DecisionAssist™ Mobile Brings the Power   
	 of	a	PPE	to	Your	Fingertips

•		RESTful	API	Architecture

•	Comprehensive	Lock	Desk	Functionality

Fully automate and effectively manage 
your program eligibility and pricing 
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DecisionAssist™ is an easy-to-
use decisioning system that 
delivers originators instant and 
accurate borrower pricing and 
product eligibility at the point-
of-sale. Available on a SaaS basis 
for all lending channels and 
product types; it effectively flexes 
and scales with your individual 
changing business needs and 
its RESTful API Architecture 
offers additional configuration 
opportunities via effortless, 
immediate, and cost-effective 
system-to-system interfaces. 

Plus, you’ll never update 
investor guidelines and pricing 
again — OpenClose does it 
for you! Our comprehensive 
managed services, through our 
premier mortgage specialist 
team, maintain up-to-date and 
extensive investor guidelines and 
daily pricing libraries that ensure 
precision-based accuracy — every 
time, in real time!

DecisionAssist™ PPE
Accurate, instant, automated pricing  
for your agency, non-QM and  
custom programs.

Execute
OpenClose.com/PPE
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ConsumerAssist™ Enterprise POS
In an industry experiencing greater  
competition and margin compression,  
maximize profitability and sustainability 
amid any marketplace condition.

ConsumerAssist™ Enterprise 
POS was launched in response 
to increasing market demand for 
single-source digital mortgage 
POS and LOS automation. The 
fully consolidated lending 
platform dramatically reduces 
loan-manufacturing costs, grows 
lead generation, elevates the 
borrower experience, increases 
pull-through ratios, and closes 
loans faster by delivering an 
engaging lending experience 
that effortlessly and quickly 
navigates borrowers through 
the entire application process. 

So, whether you need to 
provide a completely self-
service borrower experience 
and/or offer originators many 
of the same tools within their 
retail and wholesale channels, 
ConsumerAssist™ Enterprise 
POS meets your needs.

Additionally, if you need 
engaging, on-brand, borrower-
facing websites, branch sites, 
and Loan Officer webpages, 
ConsumerAssist™ Enterprise 
POS can be combined with 
ConsumerAssist™ Web.

Comprehensive digital 
mortgage automation

Key Features and Benefits 

• Slash Origination Costs

•	 Elevate	Your	Borrower	Experience	

•	 Increase	Leads	and	Close	More	Loans	Faster

•	 Instantly	Source	VOE,	VOI,	VOA	 
	 and	Tax	Returns

•	 Secure	Document	Capture	and	Tracking

•	 Real-Time	Borrower	and	Partner		
   Collaboration

• Device Agnostic 

•	Microservices	Tech	Stack

Engage

Accelerate and automate your borrower experience 
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Increase reliability, extensibility, and performance  
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IntegrationAssist™ 
Reduce loan origination costs and 
enhance connectivity to third-party 
applications and services.

IntegrationAssist™ RESTful 
API Suite significantly expands 
your connectivity and alleviates 
the challenges of integrating 
with different systems, 
reduces your development 
and maintenance costs, and 
expedites your development of 
easier, quicker, and more cost-
effective interfaces.  It leverages 
a standardized method that 
enhances extensibility, scalability, 
and security of system-to-system 
integrations with other vendors 
and homegrown applications.  
Its robust interoperability options 

drive better communications, 
seamless data exchange, and 
streamlined business processes 
and user workflows. 

The entire RESTful API Suite 
provides you the flexibility 
to work with more third-
party service providers and 
conduct business with multiple 
organizations while delivering 
the agility to more easily change 
providers as marketplace 
conditions shift and/or your 
business needs evolve.

Key Features and Benefits 

•	 Easily	Connect	Disparate	 
	 Third-Party	Applications	

•	 Develop	Interfaces	Faster	and	More	 
	 Cost-Effectively

•	 Expand	Flexibility	to	Efficiently	Conduct		 	
	 Business	with	Multiple	Organizations

•	 Enhance	Workflows	and	Facilitate	 
	 Smoother	Transactions

•	 Easily	and	Cost-Effectively	Change	Poorly 
	 Performing	Vendors	with	Minimal	 
	 Operational	Disruption

•	 Extend	Simple	Interaction	within	the 
	 OpenClose	Digital	Ecosystem

•	 Standardized	RESTful	API	Establishes	 
	 Simplicity,	Reliability	and	Better	Performance

Software integrations made easy

Connect
OpenClose.com/integration
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OpenClose® ranked #1 in STRATMOR’s 
Technology Insight™ study.
As more and more mortgage lenders turn to the premier 
multi-channel, 100% browser based, end-to-end LOS and  
POS platform, the independently conducted survey scored 
OpenClose as the industry’s leader among LOS, POS, and  
PPE vendors.

STRATMOR® Group’s Study Specifics  
on OpenClose: 

Key Points  

•	LenderAssist™	LOS	had	the	highest	Overall	 
	 Satisfaction	rating	(9.7	out	of	10)	and	a	perfect	 
	 100%	Lender	Loyalty	Score™	

•	In	the	POS	category,	OpenClose	scored	the	highest		
	 in	Overall	Satisfaction	(9.4	out	of	10)	and	held	the		
	 best	Lender	Loyalty	Score™	(86	out	of	100)	

•	DecisionAssist™	PPE	touted	another	perfect		
	 100%	for	its	Lender	Loyalty	ScoreTM	and	again,		
	 scored	the	highest	Overall	Satisfaction	rating	

•	Received	the	only	perfect	LOS	functionality	score		
	 of	100%	from	users	for	‘Availability	of	Help		Desk’		
	 and	‘Overall	Customer	Support’	as	being	“Highly		
	 Effective/Competitively	Advantaged”	

•	The	only	vendor	with	ZERO	outages	reported	

•	Lowest	FTE	required	to	support

Acclaim

Leading LOS, POS and PPE vendor 
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OpenClose.com/awards

Take It from Our Customers: 

“OpenClose streamlines operations for each business channel and 
makes it easy to manage all of our processes, which in turn lowers 
our cost to manufacture loans, maximizes our productivity, and 
ultimately provides a better experience for the borrower.” 

– Kevin Marconi, COO  
  United Fidelity Funding Corp.

“The team at OpenClose is outstanding to work with and 
always provides very responsive, personalized customer 
support to our mortgage staff.”
– Don Gilliam, VP of Mortgage Lending  
  Ascend Federal Credit Union
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